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The material we call concrete is remarkable not only in the 

plasticity of the forms it can take, but equally in its mutabil· 

ity and ever-growing pervasiveness. The last session of the 

Solid States conference, held at Columbia in the fall of 2008, 

addressed concrete's role in the unprecedented scale of 

global building production, while other discussions reported 

on its current technical innovations and the new formal and 

spatial opportunities thatthey open up. Isn't it telling that can· 

crete turns out to be as malleable technically as it is formally? 

And that much of today's innovation is driven byenvironmen· 

tal issues that have become urgent, due to the material's per· 

vasive use: reducing carbon-dioxide emissions, even sucking 

it out of the air and expanding the recycling of it. What I do in 

this essay is consider, through the lens of history and admit· 

tedly with an orientation more formal than chemical, what 

happens when plastiCity becomes normative. 

In his landmark book, Bauen in Frankreich, bauen in 

Eisen, bauen in Eisenbeton, historian Sigfried Giedion pro

vided vivid evidence that iron construction had been the 

locus of great engineering in the nineteenth century but was 

superseded in the early twentieth by reinforced concrete.' He 

pointed to Le Corbusier's work on standardized housing to 

suggest that it would be through concrete rather than steel 

that the new spatial paradigm of modernity would be widely 

generalized. If Le Corbusier's Maison Dom·ino (1914-5) cap· 

tured this potential in a diagram, public housing programs 

in Germany demonstrated its realization at the urban scale, 

linking the modernization of technology with the reconstruc· 

tion of urban territories, albeit without Le Corbusier's inter· 

nal spatial complexity. I fig. 1 For the public housing program 

in Frankfurt during the late 1920s, Ernst May ramped up the 

technology of precast concrete to build some 15,000 units of 

workers' housing in five years, in new garden settlements on 

the city's periphery. I fig.2 Achievements like these were for· 

midable for the time and commensurate with the emergence 

of mass society, yet they pale in comparison with the scale 

and speed of urban growth in China today. 

China's use of concrete in recent years has become 

the stuff of legend, accounting for half the world's total pro· 

duction and continuing to grow by 5 percent annually. I fig. 3 

Before the economic downturn of 2008, output was expected 

to reach 1.3 billion metric tons by 2010. In 2007 alone, some 

5.5 million units of housing were realized in concrete. If we 

can say that Le Corbusier's Dom-ino concept now rules the 

day, it is not only because of the efficiency with which such 

structures can be produced-the radical reduction in mate· 

rial, time, and labor and the radical expansion of scale they 

achieved-but also because of the flexibility with which this 

constructive system can adapt to different sites, scales, pro· 

grams, configurations, tastes, and cultural desires. While 

appearing to delineate a rigid rationality, the Dom·ino sys· 

tem, in fact, possesses a plastic logic of variation and adap· 

tation. The abandoned construction sites for hotels on the 

Sinai Peninsula, documented by Sabine Haubitz and Stefanie 

Zoche, illustrate how easily the Dom·ino system has incor· 

porated non·Western cultural motifs, producing the kind of 

kitsch that has always been part of modernity. I fig. 4 It is a 

system that mutates so easily that it often disconcerts the 

purists, exchanging Le Cor busier's cylindrical piloti for piers, 

sheer walls, or other kinds of elements, and producing results 

that are structurally hybrid, like most commercial buildings or 

the more extreme "turbo architecture" of Serbia' I fig. 5 

During the twentieth century, concrete became cel · 

ebrated, more typically, not for its systemic applications but 

for enabling the realization of unique sculptural forms

expressionist, biomorphic fantasies of a post·Symbolist, 

post·Art Nouveau, post·Futurist world to come-that would 

supersede and correct mechanization. I fig.6 So strong was 

the desire for formal plasticity, complexity, and alterity in the 

cultural imagination-for the organic, libidinal, Dionysian, 

delirious, and dark-that concrete acquired a second mate

rial logic, directly at odds with its rationalist Dom·ino super· 

ego and the modernist ethos of honest construction. In 1919, 
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fig. 4 I Seaview Palace. from the Sinai Hotels senes, by Haubltz+Zoche, Egypt, 2004 

fig. 5 I An example of "turbo architecture" under constructton In Serbia, photo by 

NAO (Normal Architecture Office) 

fig. 6 I Trans World AirlinesTermlnal. by Eero Saannen and ASSOCiates. Queens. New York. 1956-62 
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for Instance. INhen concrete was stili in scarce supply after 

World vVar !, Erich Mende!sohn's Einstein Tm.ver in POTsdam 

(1919---2'1) appeared to be made of conueie. INhen it was bUilt 

in brick and merely parged v\lith cement. 

A few' years later. the theosophist, educaIQ(, and 

designer Rudolf Steiner did use cast-in-p]ace concrete fOl" 

hiS Second Goetheanum in Do(nach, Sv!itzel"!and (1928), a 

burlding that (emains inadequately cecognized. ! fig. 7 it \<vas 

immediately C(Jticlzed and suppressed·-~"together with other 

manifestations of apparent Irrationality and Gothic desire-

by so-caiied rationalists. such as Giedion and Walter Gropius. 

both oTvvhom advocated Tor a mOl'aiizing embrace of industrial 

standardization (a!though Giedion hrted \.vith Surrealism, as 

d:d hiS fl'iend Le Corbusier). 

Steiner had been a schoiar of the w! itings of Johann 

I.Nolfgang von Goethe and sought to demonstrate a design 

appl'Oach based on natura! principies identified in Goethe's 

ne\'/ science of pi ant morphology (1790): vincipies of form

generation and growth thl'Ough an intemai mechanism. the 

details of which remain a mystery. Barry Bergdoll recently 

observed. in an essay appearing in the Nature Design cata

jog for the MUSeum fur Gestaltung Zunch, how vVldespread 

Goethe's influence was thmughout the nineteenth and early 

Ivventieth centuries. 3 Taking up the question of vvhat natural 

and artistic beauty might share In common, he launched a 

search Tor iav,'s of generation and development that were 

common to the vvorks of nature and humanity. Goethe was 

a mODlsf; he Sa\N the human being as necessariiy part of 

nature. \,vnlch is a principle that underlies today's theories of 

deep ecoiogy. in a simiiar though mOl"e ideaiist spirit, Karl 

Friedrich Schinke! had considered architecture the continu

ation by man of the constructive activity of nature. 

The same year that Steiner's Second Goetheanum 

opened, 1928, Ludwig Kari Hilberseimer and Julius Vischer 

pub!lshed a book on conuere titled Beton als Gestalter 

(Concrete as Form-Creator).-: fig. 8 As one might expect 

hom Hilberseimer, it featured many examples of indus

tria! buildings with column grids and expressed structural 

frames. but also domes such as Max Berg's powerful and 

pioneering Centennial Ha!l in 8resiau (1911-13, in present 

day Wl'Oclaw, Poland) I fig. 9 ; long"span stl-uctures such as 

Ericil Mendelsohn's Hat Factory in Luckenwalde, Germany 

(1919-20); and vaults such as 8(uno Taut's exhibition hali in 

Magdeburg. the market hail in Reims, and the airplane han

gar by Eugene Freyssinet under construction in Oriy, France, 

which was widely admll'ed at the time. Hilberseima pointed 

out that the first patent Tor reinforced conuete had been 

flied in 1867 by the Parisian gardener Joseph Monier, 'Nno had 

used it to make vessels such as garden pots and tubs. vVhiie 

Hi!berseimer dismissed expressionist plastiCity as arbitrary 

just as sternly as he rebuked historicist cladding of concrete 

skeletons, he commended the diSCiplined piasticityof cooling 

towers for fol!owing the laws of regularity, functionality, effi

ciency of means. and for a structural integrity also attributed 

to nature. 

in the 1970s, the historian Manfredo Tafuri char

actel'ized this schism within the avant-garde in terms of 

a diaiectic between rigorism and expl'essionlsm: Hannes 

Meyer's League of Nations (1927) versus Johann Friedrich 

(Fritz) Hoege('s Chiiehaus in Hamburg (1924): and Gropius's 

Bauhaus at Oessau (1925-6) versus Erich Mendeisohn's 

Schocken department stol'e In Chemnitz (1927-30),5 He 

mapped thiS opposition of forms onto what Theodor Adorno 

and j\;1ax Hmkheimer had ca!led the dialectic of Enlightenment 

in their 1940s analySis of cultural pmduction under capital

ism. It was the weat inSight of these critical theorists to 

I'ecognize that the Enlightenment objective of banishing 

myth and superstition~regmunding knowledge and society 

strictly in reason and science-entailed the unacknowledged 

construction of new myths. Rather than vanquishing them, it 

\NaS shot through vvith myths, dark sides, irrationaiities, and 

vioience. Rationality and myth turned out to be flip sides of 

the same coin, linked in an economy of repreSSion and false 

consciousness. 

But was this transposition of critical theory into for

mal terms in fact warranted? \Neren't both sides of the 
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fig. 8 I Cover of Beton a/s Ges/alter, by Ludwig Karl 

Hllberselmer and Julius Vischer, 19'28 

fig. 7 I Second Goetheanum. by Rudolf Steiner. Dornach. SWitzerland, 1928 

fig. 9 I Page depICting Centennial Hall. by Max Berg. 8reslau, Germany. 1911- 13, 

from Beton afs Gestalter 
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antagonism between Apoi!onlan and Dionysian form equaliy 

enrneshed in the dialectic of Enlightenment? Did they not 

both rnanifest reason and myth at the same time? While 

expressionists emphasized the process of form· generation, 

functiona:ists, too, pursued organic principies as the way to 

supei"sede mechanistic rationaliTY', although filtered through 

engineering. Few in archiTecture Toilo,,/ed Freud's search Tor 

reason, for understanding the interplay of conSCiOUS and 

unconscious, ego and id. wahing and dreaming. 

Strangeiy, the antagonism or forma! systems continues 

to strucTure architectural discussion today and is registered in 

competing approaches to concrete. On the one hand, Kazuyo 

Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa of SANAA continue to employ 

the Dam-ina system. usually vvith Simple or slightly inflected 

geomeTl"ies in plan, pushing its materia! logiC to exhemes of 

thinness and tcansparency. I fig. 10 Many other A:ms, large and 

sma!!, use concrete planes. columns, and tubes in the spirit 

of the modern tmdit!on that Giedion promoted at midcentury 

as a new vernacular fo( industriel SOCiety. On the other hand. 

Zalla nadid and many others~Coop Himmeib(l)au. Toyo 

Ito, UNStudio. Asymptote, Daniel Libeskind. and Santiago 

Caiatl"ava-treat concrete as an inherentiy plastic material 

to be shaped at vvi!1, like clay, into fonns that are in"egular, 

complex, and often hybrid. I fig. 11 New computationai tools 

have made thell" work easiiy mathematized, buildable, afford

able, and increasing!y pervasive. Leveraging ceiebnt;i fame 

and the globalization of practice, many of these firms have 

iikewise grown to corporate scaie, seeking to become at least 

as pervasive as the rigorists. 

As this kind of experimental and highly individuated 

I;vork enters mainstr'eam development, mutations are emerg· 

ing \:vith greater frequenc;r Frank Gehry's Intet"ActiveCorp 

building In New York (2007) achieved its vvaveiike r~mis, nOT 

\Nith concrete shells but with mther minol" inflections of the 

Doni-ino system's orthogonai frame. relying on shaped glass 

to produce its complex forms. I fig, 12 Tail buildings, such as 

the InfinityTower in Abu Dhabi by Skidmore, Ovvings & Mel"rill, 

have become a favo(ite vehicle Tor al"chitects to expel"iment 

with mutating normative structuJ"a! systems to achieve plas

:ic expressivity. 

!n his book Liquid Stone: Ne:;.; Architec-ture In Concrete, 

Jean-Louis Cohen outlines a host of dichotomies that con-

crete has both sponsored and participated in. Expanding on 

the notion that both rigorists and expressionists alike have 

employed ol"ganic analogies, he writes: 

The first model [Perret's rationalist cage] used finite verti· 

cal and horizontai elements assernbled to produce a rigid 

concrete ffarne that evoked animal skeietons or vegetal 

sterns. The second model [Niemeyer's lyrical she is] used 

continuous single- 01" double"cu(vat~re sudaces to pro

duce thin vaults that evoked shells or membranes." 

Cohen cails the OPPOSition between these systems simplistic 

and commends instead the hybridization pioneered by Perret, 

in collaboration with his brother Gustav, in their Notre Dame 

du Raincy church (1922-3), With Its columnar, grid-and"shel! 

rooT, Of course, many more hybrrds of this kind could be iden

tified-just think of the workof the Manichean, Le Corbusier

but is it possibie to go beyond dualisms ail together? 

Certainly that is one of the promises of parametric 

deSign, which has become so centmi to deSign research in 

recent years that Patrik Schumache( deiiIJ8(ed a manifesto 

for parametriC/sm at the Dark Side Ciub during the opening of 

the 2008 Venice Biennale. He cal!s parametricism the "great 

new style arter modemism" and suggests that, following a 

long IJI/ave of reseal"ch and innovation. it has nov'! "achieved 

pervasive hegemony."7The great virtue of parametfic design 

is continuous diffecentiation vvithin an othervvise uniform 

forma! system, the results of which are systemic and unique, 

Simple and complex, one and many. 

The use of parametric tools and thinking was prompted 

initially by ar"Chitects, like Norman Foster, wanting to make 

complex two-dimensional surfaces rO( facades and roofs, 

such as the glass roof over the courtyard at the British 

Museum, and then progressing into three-dimensional forms 
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fig. 10 I "Bildraum 5104," by Walter Nledermayr. 2006 
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tlg.12 I in:erAcliVeCOrp. Ct.)! :119 conS;;vct:on, by Gehry 
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fig. 13 I dunehouse, parametric study, by su11 architecture + deSign. 

commiSSioned by theVitra Design Museum for Open House: Architecture and 

Technology for Intelligent LIving. 2007 

fig. 14 I Palazzo della Sport. by Pier LUIgi NervI. Rome, Italy, 1958-59 

fig. 15 I UnbUilt cathedral. by Pier LUIgi NervI, New NorCia, 

Australia, 1959-61 
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fig. 17 I Atciliiecil.!re.· Irs N,,[urci Mode!. by Joseph M,c~ae! Gana'!. 1833 
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like his famous Gherkin tower in London, where the struc

ture remains relatively conventional and the complex form is 

achieved once again by shaping the glass envelope. 

More recently, younger architects such as Ferda 

Kolatan and Erich Schoenenberger of su11 architeelure + 

design have explored the potential of parametric three

dimensional structures, which offer a more synthetic way of 

merging the systematic and the plastic. Their dunehouse for 

the desert of Nevada was commissioned by the Vitra Design 

Museum for Open House: Architecture and Technology for 

Intelligent Living, an exhibition in 2007. I fig. 13 Inspired by 

the root of a caelus, the designers used Bentley Systems's 

Generat ive Components software to extrapolate two-dimen

sional pattern into a three-dimensional, buildable, and occu

piable struelure. Their digital model is sufficiently robust and 

malleable to incorporate all the formal inf1eelions needed to 

accommodate the functions of domestic life (kitchens, bath

rooms, closets, furnishings) and to achieve environmental 

performance appropriate to local ecology, and also exist as a 

realizable structure. 

Research like this might be seen to follow some of 

Calatrava's recent work with precast concrete, such as the 

Valencia Science Center (2000), although this project does not 

incorporate the variation and customization of components 

that Kolatan and Schoenenberger seek. 

Forthem, it was Pier Luigi Nervi's work in the 1940s and 

'50s that showed the way. His Exhibition Hall in Turin (194&-49) 

and the Palazzo della Sport in Rome (195&--59) used complex 

precast forms to create intricate patterns and struelures 

of almost hypnotic beauty. I fig . 14 His design for an unbuilt 

cathedral in New Norcia, Australia (1959--B1) already demon

strated that the sizes and shapes of the units could be varied 

to create complex curvatures. I fig. 15 

An even earlier example of this may be found, surpris

ingly, in Taut's familiar Glass Pavilion of 1914. I fig. 16 While 

known for its play with glass, the structure is, in fact, con

crete, including a cupola of tiny reinforced-concrete ribs, 

which, as in the work of Nervi and su11, was inspired by 

natural models. With Taut's project, we come back to the 

topic of glass architecture; for Taut and Paul Scheer bart, this 

encompassed not only glass but other synthetic materials, 

including concrete and iron, and a host of other new technolo

gies.8 For Scheer bart, such advances promised to achieve a 

second nature with which to remake the crust of the Earth, 

neither in opposition to nature nor in domination of it, but as 

an extension of it in the sense suggested by Schinkel. It was 

an optimistic vision of designers learning from nature in order 

to re-enchant a world that had been disenchanted by science 

and technology, not by rejecting it but by superseding the 

opposition of mechanical and organic in a new paradigm that 

would later be called biotechnic or bionic. 

While parametric deSign may indeed yield a synthe

sis of the dialectic of rigor and expression, perhaps it would 

benefit from being released of that burden, freed of the dia

lectics of form, even residua! ones, and resituated within a 

much larger, more diverse and polymorphous field of archi

tectural research and experimentation. If we follow Goethe's 

monistic parallels between human and other natures, might 

we not leave behind entirely the habit of mind that turns 

events into categories and pitches them against one another 

in such reductive ways? Perhaps it would be preferable to 

explore more freely the world depicted by Joseph Michael 

Gandy in 1838 in his image Architecture: Its Natural Model, 

updated to incorporate contemporary understandings of liv

ing processes and the dynamics of continuously constitutive 

behavior. I fig. 17 

In that world, we might find that mutability is already 

pervasive. We might also find glorious puzzles, inspiring 

paradoxes, and unfathomable totalities that caution against 

claims to definitive knowledge or formal systems, even 

parametric ones. We might even find that some of the most 

remarkable things in the world have already been made 

through human ingenuity, including concrete, whose plastiC 

logic seems entirely at home here, producing unending varia

tions, adaptations and transformations, and refusing to be 

pinned down. 
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